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LIBRARY 
On the basis of an agreement of the directors general for employ
ment, the Commission of the European Communities has created a 
Mutual Information System on Employment Policies (MISEP). infor
MISEP (iM) is the quarterly outcome of this system. It presents the 
changing policies and actions, particularly those sponsored by natio
nal ministries and agencies, aimed at promoting and improving 
employment within the European Community. It is compiled on the 
basis of information provided by national correspondents (listed on 
the back page). No statistical information is provided, readers being 
referred to the various Eurostat publications. 
The present issue covers the following areas: 

Overall developments 
Belgium : Entitlements to UB suspended; Germany: Employment 
forecasts; Spain : Employment 1 986 ; 
Italy: Mechanisms restructured. 

Employment maintenance 
Germany: Short-time allowance. 

Aid to the unemployed 
Spain : New groups; Italy: Reorganising benefits; 
Portugal : Social aid. 

Training 
Spain: National plan modified; France: ACP traineeships; 
Netherlands: Apprenticeships; United Kingdom :Training Access 
Points; Job Training Scheme. 

Job creation 
Belgium : Contributions' exemptions; Greece: 1987 programme; 
Spain: Capitalising UB; France: Peripheral activities; 
Italy: Public utility work; Portugual : Promoting ex-trainees' self
employment; Madeira youth programmes. 

Special categories of workers 
Belgium: Youth work and training; Germany: Repatriation allo
wance effects ; Greece : Quotas for disabled ; France : 1987 L TU 
programme; Ireland: Job Search Scheme; Italy: Equal opportunity 
bill; Netherlands: Combatting youth unemployment; Repatriation 
subsidy modified; United Kingdom : Restart evaluated. 

Working time 
Netherlands: Women's working hours 

Placement 
Germany: Public placement effectiveness; Computerising jobs 
sought; SEDOC; France: ANPE guidelines; 
Netherlands : Profit principle. 

Miscellaneous 
Netherlands: Compiling unemployment figures; Concept of 
unemployment count; Social funds. 
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Long-term unemployed persons' entitlement to unemployment benefits can now be suspended 
under certain conditions (p 3). Temporary (limited) exemptions from their social security con
tributions are granted to certain employers hiring young jobseekers and the long-term 
unemployed (p 9). A similar approach is being used in a system to connect work and training for 
the 18-25 year olds (p 12). 

Forecasts indicate that services' employment will continue to increase to the year 2000 (p 3). 
The short-time allowance can now be claimed for 24 (instead of 6) months (p 5). An analysis has 
been made of the reasons inducing foreigners to take up the 1983 repatriation allowance (p 13). 
The development of the public placement service, particularly its performance on key criteria, is 
the subject of another analysis (p 16), whereas two other articles deal with computerisation: of 
the national programme dealing also with jobs sought (p 18) and of the European SEDOC 
(p 18). 

The 1987 job creation programme (p 1 0) includes 12,000 new jobs for the under-25s and 
15,000 for the over-25s. Enterprises with more than 50 employees now have a 3% hiring quota 
for the disabled (p 13). 

Dependent employment increased overall by 330,000 in 1986- 6.4% in the private and 2.1% in 
the public sector (p 4). Protection against unemployment has been extended to new groups, 
including toreadors and agricultural workers (p 5). Changes have been introduced in FIP, the 
national vocational training and integration plan (p 6). Some 72,000 persons took advantage in 
the first 14 months of the scheme to capitalise unemployment benefits to set up on their 
own (p 1 0). 

ACP short traineeships are being put on for over-25s (p 7). Peripheral activities can be carried 
out by the jobless working less than 78 hours a month for intermediary associations (p11). The 
1987 action programme for the long-term unemployed consists of vocational training and work 
experience actions as well as 50% exemptions from employers' social security contri
butions (p 13). New guidelines have been circulated to enhance employment agencies' rela
tionships with employers (p 19). 

The Job Search Scheme for the long term unemployed has now been extended to the whole 
country (p 14). 

The labour market mechanisms have been restructured (p 5.). A bill has been introduced to reor
ganise benefits for redundant workers (notably the GIG system) and the unemployed (p 6). 
Another bill provides for public utility work for the 18-25 year olds (p 11 ). Bringing down the bar
riers to equal employment opportunity between the sexes is the subject of a third bill (p14). 

The contents of collective agreements are examined as regards apprenticeship (p 7) and the 
availability of social funds (p 20). An analysis has been made of the 1984 recommendations to 
companies to combat youth unemployment (p 15). The repatriation subsidy scheme has been 
modified (p 1 5). Regulations on women's work are being relaxed (p 16). The Directorate General 
for Manpower is increasingly adopting the profit principle (p 19). The possibility of improved 
compiling of unemployment figures is being examined (p 19) and the concept of the unemploy
ment count reviewed (p 19). 

Social aid has been introduced for long-term unemployed youths (p 6). To promote self
employment special measures for long-term unemployed youths have been started on Madeira 
(p 12) and financial support given to vocational training alumni (p 11 ). 

Training Access Points have been set up in city centres to provide comprehensive information 
on training opportunities (p 8.). The new Job Training Scheme should enable 250,000 (mainly 
18-24 year olds) unemployed annually to gain skills, qualifications and experience (p 8). Restart 
pilot schemes for the long term unemployed have been evaluated (p 15). 



Overall developments 

BELGIUM 

Suspending the right to unemployment benefits 

The royal decree of 30 December 1986 (MB of 29 
January 1987) modified the system of exclusion from 
entitlement to unemployment benefits for the long term 
unemployed (art. 143 of the royal decree of 20 Decem
ber 1963 concerning employment and unemployment) 
into a suspension of the entitlement to unemployment 
benefits. 

The principle 
From now on an unemployed person can only be 
deprived of his/her entitlement to unemployment bene
fits if the duration of his/her unemployment is more than 
twice that of the average duration within the regional 
office on which he/she depends and of the age bracket 
and sex group he/she belongs to. 

However, this regional average is corrected according 
to the national average of the duration of unemployment 
for each category of unemployed person: if the national 
average exceeds the regional average it is the former 
which is taken into account to assess whether the 
unemployment is long term. 

Furthermore, the unemployed person's past employ
ment must be taken into consideration: when he/she 
can prove at least 15 years of dependent employment, 
twice the average duration of unemployment is replaced 
by a duration based on that of the occupational career, in 
particular by 6 months per year of dependent employ
ment. For instance, an unemployed person who has wor
ked for 20 years can count 10 years of unemployment. 

Area of application 
Suspension applies to workers of less than 50 years of 
age who cannot prove the loss of a sole income and who 
are in their third period of unemployment (ie. those who 
receive a monthly lump sum of 10,504 BF -- cfr iM 16). 
This regulation does not apply to the unemployed who 
work at least half-time within the framework of part-time 
work which has been accepted to avoid unemployment. 

The procedure 
The unemployment inspector must warn the person con
cerned at least 3 months before the expiry that the dura
tion of his/her unemployment will exceed twice the 
average duration of unemployment and that as a con
sequence his/her entitlement to unemployment benefits 
will be suspended. The suspension starts on the first day 
of the third month following the overrun date. 

Appeal 
In cases of suspension, the unemployed person has two 
possibilities for appeal, the one dealing with the legality 
of the suspension decision and the other with its 
opportuneness. 

* Objective reasons 
The worker can make an administrative appeal to the 
inspector in the month following the day of the notifica
tion of the warning. This is an appeal on "objective" 
grounds. This means that the unemployed person con
tests that the statutory conditions laid down for suspen-

sion are applicable to him/her 
- either in that he/she does not meet the conditions for 
the duration of unemployment or of status 
- or because the annual net taxable income of the 
household to which he/she belongs is (not taking 
unemployment benefits into consideration) less than 
600,000 BF (increased by 24,000 BF per dependant). 

The inspector is required to decide on the appeal in the 
month following its being received. If the inspector 
stands by his decision, the unemployed person can 
appeal to the labour court. 

* Subjective reasons 
Within the same time period of one month, the worker 
can make an administrative appeal to the National Admi
nistrative Commission. This appeal is based on subjec
tive reasons: that the unemployed person, although 
falling under the statutory conditions, considers that 
he/she can appeal against the suspension decision for 
one of two subjective reasons : 
- either because of the exceptional and continuous 
efforts he/she can show to have undertaken during the 
whole of the duration of the unemployment to find 
another job 
-or because of his/her limited fitness for work, ie. his/her 
very reduced or partial fitness characterised by a 
physical fitness below the normal requirements of the 
occupation. 

The National Administrative Commission consists of a 
judge, an inspector of ON Em (the national employment 
office), an inspector of finance and two representatives 
each of employers and trade unions. The appeal is only 
considered founded if at least 6 members of the Com
mission come out in its favour. 

Possibility of recovering entitlement to unemploy
ment benefits 
The suspension ends if the worker fulfils one of the follo
wing three conditions : 
-when he/she can establish that the net annual taxable 
income of the household to which he/she belongs does 
not exceed 480,000 BF (increased by 24,000 BF per 
dependant) ; 
-when he/she can prove a change in his/her family situa
tion such that he/she is entitled to claim an unemploy
ment benefit which is not a lump sum; 
-when he/she can prove 300 days of work during the 18 
months preceding the new claim for unemployment 
benefits. 

GERMANY 

Employment prospects to the year 2000 

The service sector will continue to grow and provide 
employment for an increasing proportion of the 
working population. 

This is the outcome of projections of labour require
ments to the year 2000 by Prognos-AG, Basel. Prognos 
was commissioned by BA, the Federal Employment Insti
tute, to make, in conjunction with the JAB, the Federal 
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Labour Market Research Institute, estimates of labour 
requirements under three scenarios of economic 
growth: +1 %, +2.5%, and +3%. 

These three projections do not promise by the 
year 2000 Fourastie's "service society" in which an "insa
tiable hunger for services" will employ 80% of the wor
king population in the tertiary sector and would thereby 
guarantee a new equilibrium on the labour market. Yet 
the middle variant foresees an increase in employment 
in the service sector between 1984 and 2000 which will 
fully compensate for the losses in the primary and 
secondary sectors. In the higher variant the increase in 
employment in service sector activities would even 
exceed job losses in the two other sectors by a factor of 
four. The less advantageous conditions in the lower 
variant would, however, lead to a decline in employment 
even in the service sector. 

According to the middle variant between 1982 and 
2000 there will be a net increase of 1.6 million jobs in the 
12 growth industries of the service sector. But in trade 
and transport there is likely to be a decrease of 
300,000 jobs. 

The expected increase in employment in the service 
sector does not mean an equivalent increase in full-time 
jobs. Prognos estimates that there will be a more than 
proportional increase (compared with the past) in all ser
vice industries from 1982 to 2000 in the proportion of 
part-time jobs. 

Most of the additional jobs will be in the eight service 
industries classified as miscellaneous services; and 
one quarter of them will be in legal advice, business con
sulting, architecture, advertising and housing. For busi
ness and technology are becoming increasingly com
plex and complicated. This requires intensive planning 
and raises demand for advice and software. 

The employment boom in health and veterinary care 
as well as in science, education and sport in the 1970s, 
will not be repeated to the year 2000. There is already a 
very high level of health care (eg. doctors and nurses). No 
great expansion of staff-intensive concepts (such as 
mobile care services, preventive medicine) is expected 
because of financial constraints. 

As regards pre-vocational schooling, the demand for 
teachers will, with the same student-teacher ratios, fall 
with the decline in numbers of children and young 
people. On the other hand, as regards recurrent educa
tion and research there will be a relatively strong 
increase in employment. 

The strikinf) growth in employment in regional govern
ment and social security bodies does not signal any sig
nificant expansion in the amount of work but a clear 
increase of part-time jobs. The state as employer cannot, 
because of continuing labour market problems, shirk its 
social and labour market responsibilities and must 
increasingly bring in part-time jobs. 

In all three variants, numbers employed in trade and 
commerce will fall. The opportunities for organisational 
and technical rationalisation in these industries have not 
yet been exhausted. Even if, as expected, trade increa
ses, employment will be held in check by rationalisation. 
There will thus be no increase in employment. 

The same holds true for transport. Because of 
increases in productivity there is expected to be a 
significant drop in employment in particular in rail 
transport. 
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SPAIN 

Employment in 1986 

Data provided by the 1986 survey of the working popula
tion shows that the change in employment growth in 
1985 was consolidated. However, over these two years 
there were three major shifts in the employed labour 
force: 
* the scale of its increase: 332,000 in 1986 compared 
with 68,400 in 1985 
* the continuity of this increase: whereas in 1985 the 
increase in employment had only started in the third 
quarter, it continued throughout 1986 
*in 1986 the sharp increase in employment was accom
panied by a very strong growth in the labour force whose 
percentage change was 2% compared with 1.1% in 
1985. Despite this there was a drop in the number of the 
unemployed because, contrary to the previous year, the 
increase in the employed labour force was greater than 
the increase in the working population. 

There were two reasons for the growth in employment 
in 1986: on the one hand, the percentage change of 
GNP went from 2.2% in 1985 to 3% in 1986 according to 
the latest estimations. On the other hand, this difference 
in the rate of year-on-year economic growth cannot itself 
explain the extent of the growth in employment -
account must also be taken of the labour market effects 
of employment promotion measures. The overall results 
imply a very high number of hirings (more than 1.4m) 
through the various programmes which significantly con
tributed to the number of placements hitting a record 
high (more than 3m). 

But the real nature of the change in trend which has 
taken place over these past two years can be ascer
tained by analysing the composition of the increase in 
dependent employment. In 1985 the net increase in 
dependent employment worked out at 178,400 persons 
(some 2.5% in relative terms}, of whom 134,900 were in 
the public sector (an increase of 7.8%). This compensa
ted for the weak propensity of the private sector to 
generate employment. The opposite was the case in 
1986: the increase in dependent employment corres
ponds mainly to an increase in the growth in the number 
of dependent employees in the private sector (354,900) 
which represents an increase of 6.4% as against a 2.1% 
increase in new public sector jobs (38,600). 

One of the more favoured groups in this growth of 
employment was that of young people, who saw their 
numbers employed rise for the first time in many years. 
Whereas there had been a constant fall in the employ
ment of young people since the beginning of the eco
nomic crisis in the 1970s, the number of the under-25s 
having a job increased by 125,200 in 1986. At the same 
time there was a slight fall in the annual unemployment 
rate for persons of this age despite their numbers in the 
labour force having increased more than in previous 
years. The relative weight of young people in the overall 
figures for unemployment, though remaining very high, 
dropped significantly over the last few years: from 54.3% 
in 1982 to 48.1% at the end of 1986. 

There has been a significant absolute increase in male 
employment and a consequent sharp drop in male 
unemployment. On the other hand, the considerable 
increase in female employment was insufficient to 
reduce the figure of female unemployment. This is 
because of the considerable increase in the female wor-



king population which reached an annual percentage 
change of 4.3% as against 1% for males. This massive 
influx of women on to the labour market is a response to 
improved employment prospects and the consequent 
reduction in the "discouragement effect". This enhanced 
the finding of first jobs as well as the reintegration of 
women who had left the labour market at times when job 
opportunities were rare. 

The existence of significant numbers of potential work
ing women in Spain is shown by the low rates of female 
employment compared with other European countries. 
This will exert considerable pressure in the future on the 
labour market from the moment that the economic situa
tion will nourish hopes of employment. 

ITALY 

Regulations on the organisation of the labour 
market 

Within the framework of a wide-ranging renewal of the 

Employment maintenance 

GERMANY 

Short-time allowance extended 

The Federal Minister of Labour has issued an Order 
generally extending the maximum period for which 
short-time allowance can be claimed from six to 24 
months. 

Aid to the unemployed 

SPAIN 

New groups for unemployment benefit and agricul· 
tural assistance 

Royal decree 2622/1986 (24.12.86) enables new 
groups to receive unemployment benefits: professional 
football players, commercial travellers, toreros and 
others who had just previously been integrated into the 
general social security system. The same decree also 
improves the protection of artists against unemploy
ment. These groups have some idiosyncrasies which are 
taken account of in the regulation by differences in the 
duration and reference basis for calculating the rate 
of benefit. 

A further royal decree (April 1987) extends unemploy
ment protection to casual occupational groups linked to 
the armed forces by a temporary agreement. By this 
decree their situation is equated with that of other casual 
employment contracts in public administrations which 
were included in the unemployment protection system in 
1985. 

Furthermore, two modifications were brought in for 
1987 to the previous regulations concerning the unem-

labour market mechanisms, law no. 56 of 28 February 
1987 introduces new legislation on the organisation of 
the labour market. 

Its most significant innovations concern: 

-the establishment of district employment commissions 
and district labour offices 

- a new structure of and tasks for the regional employ
ment commissions 

- the setting up of labour market observatories 

-a new classification of workers registered on the place-
ment lists 

-new provisions pertaining to fixed term contracts and to 
apprenticeships and 

- the creation in every region of employment agencies 
which are technical planning bodies for implementing 
manpower policies aimed at fostering and stimulating 
employment. 

The Order took effect on 1 April1987 since the current 
Order laying down a 24-month maximum period for 
short-time allowance expired on 31 March 1987. 

According to the Federal Minister of Labour, the exten
sion of the period for claiming short-time allowance is to 
help avoid dismissals in enterprises affected by short
time working once the statutory 6-month period has 
expired. 

ployment protection system of agricultural workers 
covering only casual workers in the rural areas of Anda
lousia and Estremadura (their concentration in 1986 
being respectively 83% and 17.6% of beneficiaries). 
Royal decree 2697/86 (30.1 2.86) increases from 1 0 to 
20 the minimum number of days needed to be worked to 
be entitled to agricultural assistance. It furthermore spe
cifies that to make up this minimum figure, account can 
be taken of the number of days subject to contribution to 
the general system of social security, the upper limit 
being the number of days actually contributed to the 
special agricultural system. Subsequently royal 
decree 186/87 (6.02.87) laid down as an exception for 
1987 that all days subject to contribution to the general 
system of social security in the context of work carried 
out under the Rural Employment Plan during the 12 
months preceding unemployment can also be counted 
towards the minimum of 20 days. 

According to the regulation the maximum duration of 
payment of the assistance will be 
* 180 days for workers who have contributed for at least 
60 days 
*equal to three times the number of days of contributory 
employment where there are from between 34 and 
59 days, and 
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* 100 days when there are between 20 and 33 days of 
contributory employment. 

In 1986 the average monthly number of beneficiaries 
of the special agricultural assistance was 232,066 wor
kers, representing a 26% increase over the previous 
year. Expenditure was some Ptas 58bn compared with 
some Ptas 45bn in 1985. 83% of the beneficiaries were 
entitled to the maximum duration of assistance. 

ITALY 

Regulations on wage compensation, manpower 
surpluses and unemployment benefit 

The government has recently presented a bill to parlia
ment aimed at 
- reorganising the Gassa lntegrazione Guadagni- GIG 
(the Wage Compensation Fund), 
-the mobility of surplus manpower, and 
- the daily unemployment benefit. 

The measure seeks to make the "exit mechanisms" of 
the labour force more suitable to the current needs of the 
labour market, providing for a significant reform of the 
whole area. Thus the "extraordinary'' assistance under 
the GIG will have to stop being used as a substitute 
unemployment benefit and be brought back to its ori
ginal purpose: an instrument which enables the tem
porary lay-off of workers with a view to their being 
subsequently reinstated in the enterprise. The duration 
of the compensation must not exceed a maximum which 
can vary from 3 to 5 years according to the purpose for 
which it has been requested; the firm has to pay an addi
tional contribution equivalent to 4% or 8% of the wage 
compensation being paid to its own employees. 

Furthermore, provision is made for the possibility of 
granting compensation under the "extraordinary" GIG for 
a period not exceeding 12 months for workers of firms 
involved in bankruptcy procedures, who have been laid 
off work but are not redundant since they have prospects 
of being reemployed. 

The law also defines the mobility regulation for those 
workers whom the company considers not to be in a 
position of being reinstated. Workers who have been 
declared redundant after the consultation procedures 
with the trade-union will be registered on "mobility lists'' 
and their contract cancelled. Workers registered on the 
"mobility lists" will receive, for a period of 3 years, a 
"mobility allowance". At the outset, the allowance will be 

Training 

SPAIN 

FIP modifications 

FIP, the national vocational training and integration 
plan, was brought in in 1985 by a decree (31.07 .85) of 
the Ministry of Labour and Social Security (cfr. iM 14). 
The ministerial decree (20.02.86) subsequently 
brought FIP into line with the orientations of the Euro
pean Social Fund (ESF) and facilitated the implemen
tation of training actions. A further ministerial decree 
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equivalent to that under the Wage Compensation Fund, 
decreasing over time. 

For such workers, initiatives will be launched to foster 
their reinstatement in self-employment activities or in a 
partnership. They can request the payment of the 
"mobility allowance" in a one-off lump sum if they wish to 
start their own business or join a cooperative. 

Firms will have to contribute proportionately to the 
amount of the mobility allowance which the workers 
receive. 

Furthermore, a special provision aims at fostering 
replacement of manpower in certain firms belonging to 
specific industries which have signed a solidarity con
tract or which draw on the CIG for a certain number of 
hours. To obtain the benefit foreseen by the law, the firms 
must submit a plan for replacing their manpower. Such 
workers, who are considered "mobile", may avail them
selves of early retirement at the age of 55. Until that date 
they will receive an allowance equal to the CIG benefit. 
The said allowance will be paid out in a one-off payment if 
they wish to start their own business. 

Finally, the bill provides for redefining the ordinary 
unemployment benefit (which currently amounts to 800 
lire per day). It will be raised to 15% of the contributory 
wage. The benefit will also be extended to workers who 
are currently lacking such financial protection. 

PORTUGAL 

Social aid for unemployed youths 

A new measure was published in the official gazette of 
March 31, 1987 for long term unemployed youths aged 
18-25 to become operative from May 1. It lays down the 
following conditions which applicants have to fulfil to 
qualify for financial assistance: 
* to have finished their ninth year of schooling or have 
o,btained the certificate for having completed IEFP voca
tional training (or the equivalent) 
* not to be in receipt of unemployment benefit 
* not to be enrolled in a schooling or vocational 
training establishment 
* to be a member of an economically disadvantaged 
family 

The allowance currently amounts to 7,500 Escs. This 
corresponds to the level of the allowance of the general 
non-contributory system of social security. 

(9.02.87) modified various aspects of FIP. All these 
changes can be explained on the one hand by the 
need to adapt the contents of some of the FIP pro
grammes to the ESF's orientations for 1987 and, on 
the other, by the desire at the same time to extend as 
far as possible vocational training and integration 
activities and to improve their management. 

The changes brought in concern in the main the fol
lowing aspects : 
* New regulation of FIP programmes as regards their 
arrangement in the presentation of the decree. In the 



previous regulation a group of programmes was 
governed by a supplementary provision. 
*Increase in the amounts of financial aids provided for 
in FIP which affect the grants and scholarships given 
to the participants and the enterprises for taking part 
in these activities. Increases have been made accor
ding to /PC. Likewise, help given for transport and 
board has been generalised to all those whose partici
pation in courses requires a change of domicile. 
* Employers are now required to inform the legal 
representatives of the workers about the contents of 
the vocational training courses for workers on a 
training or a practical traineeship contract. 
* The CGFP, the General Council for Vocational 
Training (cfr. iM 15) must be consulted for the approval 
of the amounts of the grants made to the collaborating 
centres and the contents of the vocational diplomas 
given by INE, the National Employment Institute, have 
to be made known. 
*The groups of beneficiaries and the aids provided for 
in the vocational integration programmes through 
practical traineeship contracts have been modified. 
As regards the groups, the age limit required 
(25 years) for taking part in the programme, has 
been abolished. 
* The target groups of the training programmes for 
rural area workers have been extended: they no lon
ger have to be casual workers. To be able to draw on 
training, enterprises and sectors will no longer be 
required to be both undergoing restructuring and 
implementing a procedure of regulating employment; 
they only need to meet one of the two conditions. 

FRANCE 

ACP : Short traineeships for the over 25s 

The Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment has 
requested ANPE to run experimentally short further 
training activities (ACP) for jobseekers who are more 
than 25 years of age. 

During such training participants keep the status of 
jobseekers. The purpose of the training is to increase 
the chances of the lasting reintegration into working 
life of those who have been unemployed for between 
3 and 6 months. In other words, specific deficiencies 
have to be made up for or their occupational skills and 
qualifications enhanced so as to bring about their 
rapid reintegration. Thus, an electrician could be 
trained in programmable robots, a secretary in office 
automation, an accountancy assistant in manage
ment data-processing, a turner in numerical control, a 
TV repairer in video recorders or a typographer in com
puter setting. 

Such short courses (less than 300 hours) are run by 
company training centres, training bodies or inter
enterprise organisations with which ANPE has an 
agreement. The priority target group is jobseekers 
who have already had working life experience. 

Financed by the AN PE budget, such courses do not 
entitle the participant to receive pay as a trainee 
undergoing vocational training. For the duration of the 
traineeship participants maintain their status as job
seekers and continue to receive, if this was previously 
the case, their unemployment benefit according to the 
regulations adopted by UNEDIC (the national union 

for employment in industry and commerce), the joint 
body managing unemployment insurance. 

ACPs started in December 1986. An evaluation will 
be made before extending the system enabling job
seekers to participate in programmes for wage
earners which are a part of recurrent training. 

NETHERLANDS 

Collective agreements and apprenticeship policy 

A study of the practical component (as opposed to the 
teaching component) of the apprenticeship system 
commissioned by the Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employment has now been published. Its main fin
dings were as follows: 

Collective agreements (CAOs) dealing with the 
apprenticeship system have played an important role 
over the last years in changing policy in industry in this 
field. Previously the provision of practical training 
places depended in the main on decision-making in 
individual companies. That has now been changed 
because, as a consequence of CAOs, the supply is 
now less stringently tied to the need for trained staff in 
individual companies. 

The study builds on an earlier survey of the factors 
influencing the provision by companies of practical 
training places. The field work for the study was car
ried out under the traditional situation as it existed 
until1983. That means that a training contract (inden
ture) was signed between the apprentice and the com
pany; this training contract was linked to a work 
contract which specified, in principle, the same con
tents as for comparable employees. The wages and 
the training costs were borne entirely by the company. 
Since then the policy governing apprenticeships has 
changed under the influence of, inter alia, agreements 
reached within the Labour Foundation in 1982 on 
strengthening the practical component of the appren
ticeship system. Since 1982 the government has 
financially supported the policy, mainly by means of 
BVJ, the Regulation on contributions to the vocational 
training of young people. 

The study maps out the policy instruments develop
ed over the past years aimed at strengthening the 
practical component. The instruments most com
monly used are: information and canvassing, joint 
training activities (GOAs), part-time approaches (whe
reby apprentices share one full job), didactic innova
tions and collective agreements. Furthermore there 
are the financial stimuli stemming from the BVJ and/or 
the branch of industry. The study shows that the policy 
instruments are used and combined differently accor
ding to the industry concerned. 

The researchers see the collective agreements as 
being important in two respects. First, they can pro
vide financial stimuli to enable the sector to develop a 
training policy of its own. In this respect there are, for 
instance, agreements on compensatory contributions 
(i.e. levies on the paybill per company for the creation 
of a training fund in the branch of industry). Greater 
financial independence of government brings about a 
more independent policy ("he who decides, pays"). 
Secondly, collective agreements can stimulate the 
development of other policy instruments. In this con
text the researchers refer to use being made of part-
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time approaches, applying a legal status and/or 
wages which differ from those which were usual in the 
traditional situation and joint training activities. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

The Training Access Point (TAP) Initiative 

The aim of the TAP project is to make it easier for 
individuals, employers and company trainers to ac
cess information about vocational education and 
training opportunities, and identify provision which 
matches their requirement. It will also encourage 
more flexible attitudes to training and less reliance on 
standard and perhaps less suitable training solutions. 
TAP is being developed in close consultation with the 
Department of Education and Science. 

Relevant information can be accessed through 
computerised Training Access Points (TAPs) based in 
a variety of locations including Jobcentres, public 
libraries or High Street shops. TAP points should offer 
details of local and nationally available vocational 
education and training provision, enrolment dates and 
costs of provision, sources of finance, qualifications 
available and credit transfer systems. 

TAP will draw upon existing national databases and 
encourage the development of information on local 
opportunities. In the longer term TAP will also be 
looking at the possibility of using information techno
logy to offer analysis of training needs to small 
businesses. 

TAP Network Agents 

TAP is not just about computers. The system will be 
backed up by TAP Network Agents who will run a local 
TAP network with a number of TAP points in different 
locations. The TAP Network Agents will also help 
individuals and companies interpret the information 
and put together suitable training packages. The aim 
is to make sure that TAP users will have the benefit of 
impartial expert advice and brokerage. 

Agents might provide either a general service sup
porting a number of TAP points in a particular area or a 
specialist service covering a particular industrial sec
tor or occupation. Some agents will be primarily inte
rested in providing a service for employers, others for 
individuals, or for both. Agents may also be training 
providers if their impartiality can be assured. Although 
the MSC (the Manpower Services Commission) will 
initially fund TAP Network Agents, over a period of 
time TAP networks should aim to recover most of 
their costs. 

Different organisations may be TAP Network Agents 
including local collaborative project consortia, cham
bers of commerce, industry training organisations, 
enterprise agencies, education and training pro
viders, or local authorities and other institutions pro
viding advice and guidance for individuals. 

1986/87 Projects 
During 1986/87 the aim will be to test out the TAP idea 
in a range of different types of networks and get some 
idea of the demand for and value of the information. 
Negotiations are well advanced for the funding of up 
to 20 pilot projects which started to come on stream 
from mid-March 1987. 
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As pilot projects they will not at first offer the full 
range of TAP services. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

New training opportunities for unemployed 
people 

The new Job Training Scheme, which offers new 
training opportunities to unemployed people, is cur
rently being extended nationwide and should become 
available in every area of the country within the next 
few weeks. 

The scheme (cfr. iM 17) was originally piloted in the 
nine areas of the country where the Restart pro
gramme was also tested. When nationally extended it 
should offer opportunities for up to a quarter of a mil
lion unemployed people in a full year to gain the skills, 
experience and recognised vocational qualifications 
they need to compete effectively in the labour market. 
It will be open to those who have been unemployed for 
six months or more- most of whom will be identified 
and approached through Restart interviews- but prio
rity will be given to meeting the special needs of those 
aged 18-24. 

The scheme represents a highly innovative ap
proach to the skill needs of unemployed people, with 
its emphasis on specially tailored training packages 
designed to fit the exact training requirements of each 
individual going on it. Each trainee will receive an 
initial detailed assessment, which will examine his/ 
her existing skills, qualifications and experience, and 
consider these in the context of local labour market 
opportunities. On the basis of this assessment an 
agreed training plan will be drawn up, specifying what 
training and linked experience the trainee will receive, 
and what qualifications he/she will work towards. In 
this way, the scheme will be able to cater for all ability 
levels, from the highly qualified graduate who needs 
top-up vocational training and experience, to the 
young person who left school without any qualifica
tions and lacks basic literacy and numeracy skills. In 
every case, the emphasis will be on enabling that 
individual to improve on his/her existing skills, and 
thus have a better chance of competing for jobs. 

Trainees will spend between three and twelve 
months on the scheme with the average period being 
six months. The trainee's week will be divided 
between training off the job, and linked training and 
experience on employers' premises. Training will 
cover a wide range of occupational fields, depending 
on demand in local industry and commerce, but all 
trainees will be given the opportunity to acquire skills 
in the area of information technology, and help with 
job searching; training for self-employment will also 
be available for those that want it. A range of different 
training methods will be used including colleges, 
training centres, employers' in-house training facili
ties and conventional or open learning techniques, 
depending on the occupational area, and the back
ground, experience and aptitudes of the trainee. 

The scheme is being managed on behalf of the Man
power Services Commission by a number of managing 
agents in each area of the country. Typically a mana
ging agent may be a chamber of commerce, a local 
authority, or a private training provider. The managing 



agent will be responsible for carrying out the initial 
assessment of trainees, for drawing up and agreeing 
training plans with them, and for arranging the various 
components of the plans including placements with 
employers. Managing agents will receive a mana
gement fee of £35.87 for everyone who starts on the 
scheme, and a training fee of£ 13.72 for each trainee's 
completed week of training. 

Job creation 

BELGIUM 

Temporary reduction in employers' social security 
contributions 

Royal decree no. 498 of 31 December 1986 (MB of 23 
January 1987) aims to promote the recruitment of young 
jobseekers and the long term unemployed. It lays down 
that enterprises which achieve a net increase in employ
ment in 1987 through hiring such persons can draw on a 
(limited) exemption from employers' social security con
tributions until the end of 1990 and a reduction in con
tributions in 1 991 and 1992. 

The employers concerned 

To qualify for the temporary reduction of employers' 
social security contributions employers have to: 
- employ persons who are subject to social security 
- come under one of the laws governing corporate 
closures. 

Hence, enterprises which are not industrial or com
mercial are excluded. 

The decree also applies to members of the profes
sions. 

Who can be hired? 

To be able to draw on the system enterprises must 
hire: 
- a youth aged 18-25 who was registered on 1 January 
1987 for at least one year as a fully unemployed person 
receiving benefit ; or 
-a youth aged 18-25 registered on 1 January 1987 for at 
least 18 months as a jobseeker without work; or 
-a jobseeker who, at the time of being hired, has been a 
fully unemployed person in receipt of benefit for at least 
2 years; or 
- a jobseeker who, at the time of being hired, has been 
drawing uninterruptedly for at least 6 months the 
minimum means of existence. 

These persons must be hired during 1987. This must 
be done by means of an open-ended employment 
contract. 

Additional hirings must be net 

A reduction in employers' contributions is only granted if 
the hiring of unemployed youths or long term unem
ployed leads to a net increase in the numbers employed. 
To this end, two conditions must be met: 

The evidence suggests that unemployed people 
-particularly long-term unemployed people- are at a· 
severe disadvantage in competing fort he jobs that are 
available. The new Job Training Scheme will offer 
them the opportunity to gain relevant skills, re
cognised qualifications and linked experience on 
employers' premises, which should in turn greatly 
improve their chances of getting a job. 

*the hiring must increase the number of workers in the 
enterprise compared with the number of workers em
ployed at the end of the 4th quarter of 1986, and this 
increased number must be maintained at least for the 
period of exemption and reduction; 
*following the hiring, the company's paybill such as it is 
declared to the ONSS (national social security office) 
must rise compared with the paybill declared for the cor
responding quarter of the previous year and this in
creased paybill must be maintained at least during ,the 
period of exemption and reduction. 

In no case can the increase in numbers of workers 
result from a corporate merger, splitting, transformation 
or amalgamation. 

Scope and duration of the reduction 
Until the end of 1990: exemption. For all workers 
hired under the conditions outlined above, employers 
are exempt from paying employers' contributions for 
social security and wage moderation until the end of 
1990 with the exception of contributions for annual vaca
tions for manual workers, paid educational leave, the 
livelihood guarantee fund (fonds de securite d'existence) 
and the corporate closure fund. This exemption is, 
however, limited to the contributions due on that part of 
pay which does not exceed the average minimum 
monthly income (currently 33,348 BF). Contributions 
due on the part of the wage above the minimum income 
must be paid entirely. 

1991 and 1992: reduction. For 1991 employers' con
tributions for social security and wage moderation are 
due on one half of the part of the wage which does not 
exceed 33,348 BF. For 1992 the reduction is limited to 
one quarter for the part of the wage which does not 
exceed the minimum income. 

In cases of part·time work, the average m1n1mum 
monthly income on which the exemption from employ
ers' contributions for social security and wage modera
tion is applied is calculated as a percentage of the 
average minimum monthly income of the full-time worker 
in question and on the basis of the working hours in 
the enterprise. 

When the employment of the worker ceases before 31 
December 1992, the reduction is maintained until the 
expiry of this period in respect of the worker hired as a 
replacement, provided that the conditions presented 
above are respected. 
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If a worker is dismissed during the period in which the 
reduction is allowed and if he/she is entitled to seve
rance pay, the employers' social security contributions 
due on the severance pay are not reduced. 

Administrative requirements 

To be able to draw on the advantages laid down by the 
decree no. 498 the employer must specify, in his quar
terly statement to the ONSS, the exact identity of the 
worker for whom he reduces the employers' con
tributions and prove that this worker is a young job
seeker or a long term unemployed person whose hiring 
has led to a net increase in the numbers employed and in 
the company's paybill. 

Concurrent drawing of benefits 

Employers who draw on the exemption from or reduction 
in employers' contributions cannot, for the same worker, 

·make use of the benefits of other employment schemes 
(eg. the royal decree no. 111 of 15 December 1982, cfr 
iM 1 -i.e. temporary social security reductions for taking 
on a first worker). 

GREECE 

Job creation schemes 1987 

The following schemes, some renewing existing sche
mes, constitute the 1987 job creation programme : 

*A project for the creation of 12,000 new jobs for young 
people under 25 years and of 15,000 new jobs for those 
over 25 years. This programme provides finance for 
private enterprises, cooperatives, organisations and 
municipalities for hiring new employees without dismis
sing existing personnel. The amount of the grant 
depends on the sector in which the employee is hired 
and on his/her qualifications: graduates, returning 
migrants, ex-prisoners, etc. Finance is given for one year 
with the employer being required to retain the person for 
at least a further 6 months. 

* A financial grant programme of 300,000 Dra each for 
funding 2,000 young persons up to the age of 25 years 
and 3,000 persons over that age who wish to become 
self-employed. 100,000 Ora are paid in advance on 
enrolment in the programme with the remainder being 
paid in 5 bi-monthly instalments, each of 40,000 Ora. For 
enrolment on the programme, the following conditions 
have to be fulfilled: 
- the economic activity of the person must be his/her 
main occupation; 
-the business must be new, employing less than 10 per
sons and be a permanent establishment, not being 
seasonal in character 

The following occupations and types of business 
are excluded : 
- scientists, doctors, lawyers and architects 
- gambling and amusement businesses 
- petrol stations 
- private educational institutions 
- agricultural businesses 

* A programme financing the creation of new jobs for 
1,600 handicapped persons. 

*A programme financing the redesign of workplaces for 
200 disabled persons. 
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SPAIN 

Capitalising unemployment benefits 

Unemployment benefits can be paid out in advance as a 
lump sum according to the amount of contributions 
made by the worker under the contributory system. This 
is laid down by the unemployment protection law of 2 
August 1984, the implementing provisions being set out 
in the royal decree 1044/84 of June 1985. This measure 
is intended to encourage the unemployed to either set 
up on their own or to become members of associated 
work cooperatives or workers' partnerships. 

Thus has a change of conception been brought into 
the Spanish unemployment benefit system: the worker 
without employment is encouraged to abandon a pas
sive attitude of waiting for work (even if he/she is looking 
actively for a job) and to adopt a positive, active attitude 
by creating (alone or jointly with other workers) his/her 
own job or enterprise. 

Furthermore, IN EM pays on behalf of workers making 
use of this measure either 50% of the social security 
contributions for the self-employed or 100% of the wor
ker's contribution to the corresponding social security 
scheme. These payments are made for a period equi
valent to that for which the worker would have received 
the unemployment benefit had he/she not requested the 
capitalisation. Receiving the capitalised benefit can be 
cumulated with other grants for encouraging self
employment or the creation of or participation in coo
peratives or workers' partnerships. 

To receive the one-off capitalised payment of unem
ployment benefit, the worker must submit together with 
his application an outline of his investment project and 
intended professional activity. If necessary, he/she must 
provide the proof of having requested enrolment as a 
member of an associated work cooperative or a 
workers' partnership. 

The effects of this measure started to be felt in Sep
tember 1985. Between then and November 1986 
71 ,901 applications were accepted. Of these, 56,955 
(79.2%) chose to set up on their own, 5,102 (7.1 %) as 
members of cooperatives and the remaining 9,844 
(13.7%) as members of workers' partnerships. 

Most of those requesting the one-off capitalised 
payment benefited from the longest capitalisation pe
riods, the maximum length allowed being 24 months. 
This is only logical given the aim of the measure. At the 
present time, the average period is some 18 months. 
There has been a slight increase in the number of 
workers who capitalise for shorter periods; this indicates 
a growing interest for this type of payment of benefits. 

The differences in the average amounts which the 
workers receive are explained by the amount of con
tributions which had been paid, by the period of time eli
gible for capitalisation and by the point in time of benefit 
payment at which the one-off capitalised payment of 
unemployment benefit is requested. The total amount 
capitalised between September 1985 and November 
1986 amounted to 67,598 million Ptas, representing an 
average of 940,200 Ptas per worker. During the last 
month, the average sum paid out was 988,957 Ptas. 

In November 1986 the proportion of workers concer
ned by this measure compared with the total number of 
fully unemployed persons in receipt of unemployment 



benefit under the contributory scheme was 13.7%. This 
reveals an appreciable level of participation by workers 
in this job creation measure. 

FRANCE 

Developing peripheral activities 

New measures are being brought in to develop activities 
to meet needs which are, for a variety of reasons, badly 
satisfied. These reasons concern essentially the cost of 
labour, the rules laid down by labour law and the pro
blems involved in matching labour supply and demand 
for activities which last a very short time, or are one
off or occasional. 

To enable such activities to develop there was a need 
to define specific conditions as regards both the work 
contract and the cost of labour (exemption from social 
contributions) at the same time avoiding problems of 
competing with existing jobs. The aim is clearly to create 
new activities and to avoid employment displacement. 

The intention is to reserve these activities to persons 
who are jobless so as to enhance their opportunities of 
returning to social and working life, to provide them with 
income or income supplements at the same time as 
maintaining their social coverage. This is considerably 
facilitated by the opportunity opened up to the unem
ployed in receipt of benefit to work for a limited period of 
time (less than 78 hours a month) while maintaining their 
rights to unemployment benefits (suspended when they 
are working). 

Intermediary associations enable these new activities 
to be implemented. The Labour Administration has 
learned from local pilot projects to design intermediary 
associations which have been established by Law 
no. 87-39 of 27 January 1987. "Their purpose is to hire 
jobless persons and to enable them to be made available 
in return for payment to natural persons or corporate 
bodies for activities which are not already provided 
under the local economic conditions by private initiative 
or by the action of public authorities or bodies drawing on 
public resources". 

The intention is to spread this type of association 
throughout the country to provide jobless persons with 
work (but not employment) thanks to these new acti
vities. 

To avoid problems of competition, the association has 
to be approved by the Prefet after having sought the 
advice of the vocational bodies concerned. It is desirable 
that there be smooth concertation between the interme
diary association and its socio-economic environment. 

There is complete exemption from social charges for 
working time of less than 200 hours per quarter. 
Between 200 and 234 hours, the social contributions are 
small. Above that, contributions have to be paid at the 
standard rates (for the whole of the pay). This mechanism 
was brought in to enable the opening of a right to per
sons who would no longer be covered in case of 
sickness. Contributions for occupational accidents and 
for unemployment insurance are also foreseen. 

Before preparing the texts applying the law (Orders, 
decrees, circulars, etc) a Forum of Intermediary Associa-

tions was organised at the request of the Ministry of 
Social Affairs and Employment. This Forum, which took' 
place on January 27-28, enabled numerous existing 
associations operating for the benefit of the unemployed 
to spell out their difficulties, to give their reactions to the 
law creating the intermediary associations and to make 
known their remarks and wishes within working groups. 

The Order of 3 May 1987 lays down the procedure for 
approval and the nature of both the work contract and 
the commitment of the intermediary association. 

ITALY 

Special employment for young people in public 
interest initiatives 

The government has prepared a bill to be debated in par
liament as soon as possible. It provides for the financing 
of public interest projects of a maximum duration of 12 
months, sponsored by public bodies, companies, asso
ciations, foundations and professional bodies and car
ried out, without a view to profit, by contracting or
ganisations. 

Such projects require the recruitment of young people 
between the age of 18 and 25 who are unemployed and 
registered on the placement lists. The persons concer
ned will be hired for a fixed term based on the duration of 
the project. Employment will be part-time and working 
hours must not exceed 80 per month. The young people 
employed in such projects will be paid LIT 6,000 for 
every hour actually worked which will replace the 
unemployment benefit which might be due. 

The area covered will be the south of Italy. A total 
expenditure of LIT 1,500 billion would be earmarked for 
the 1987-88-89 triennium. 

PORTUGAL 

Financial support to former trainees of vocational 
courses to become self-employed 

Two similar programmes were started in January, the 
one by IEFP, the national vocational training and employ
ment institute, and the other by the employment directo
rate of the autonomous region of Madeira. They aim at 
giving persons who have successfully completed voca
tional training at state training centres financial support 
in creating their own jobs. 
*The experimental/fFP programme is for young people 
of less than 25 or the long-term unemployed who finish
ed their course in the second half of 1986. The amount of 
the (non-reimbursable) allowance is 12 times the mini
mum monthly wage. It is estimated that some 430 former 
trainees will take part in 1987. 
*The programme of the autonomous region of Madeira 
is unlimited in duration. It aims at enabling those who 
have successfully completed their vocational training by 
July 1 in one year to draw on financial aids during the fol
lowing year. The total amount of the grant is 12 times the 
minimum monthly wage of the autonomous region, paid 
in three stages (decree no 6/87 of 22 January 1987 -
Joram no 3 I Series). 
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PORTUGAL 

Youth programmes on Madeira 

In January 1987 the regional government of Madeira 
launched special measures aimed either at enhancing 
the creation of self-employment by young people or at 
creating temporary work opportunities in public works. 
They comprise : 

*financial aids for stimulating 18-24 year old jobseekers 
to set up on their own. These (non-reimbursable) grants 
are paid in three stages, with the total amount being 
fixed for a period of 52 weeks. The grants are fixed 
annually taking account of the European Community's 

Special categories of workers 

BELGIUM 

A system for connecting work and training for 
youths 

Royal decree no. 495 of 31 December 1986 (M 8 of 23 
January 1987) seeks to stimulate the development of 
systems linking work and training for young workers 
aged 18-25. The scheme provides for the temporary 
reduction of employers' contributions for employers 
who hire young jobseekers aged 18-25 if at the same 
time they are called upon to work and to be trained in 
such a way that their full integration into working 
life is enhanced. 

The employers concerned 
Employers can claim exemption from employers' 
social security contributions if they come under the 
laws governing corporate closures -- hence, com
panies which do not have industrial or commercial 
activities are excluded. The professions are also con
sidered as employers. 

The youths concerned 
The exemptions foreseen above are applicable to all 
jobseekers who, at the time of being hired, are more 
than 18 but less than 25 years of age with the excep
tion of those: 
- holding a university degree 
-holding a diploma of an institution of higher learning 
(both long or short cycle) 
- holding a diploma of higher technical secondary 
education 

The King can, however, waive the diploma condi
tions for those graduates running a considerable risk 
that their diploma will lead them to unemployment. 

The employment-cum-training agreement 
The employer who wishes to make use of the exemp
tion has to conclude an employment-cum-training 
agreement with the youth. This lays down that the 
employer hires the youth under an indefinite term con
tract embracing work and training. 
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guidelines for such support and for 1987 amounts to 
Escs 5,192 per person per week. 
(Decree n 7/87 of 22.01.87, Joram n 3- 1 Series). 

* an experimental programme for putting young people 
to work ETJ. This lays down that 16-24 years olds re
gistered at the placement office should be given a job for 
9 months. The sponsors of these jobs are public and non
profit private bodies. Priority is given to young persons 
looking for their first job. This annual programme speci
fies that the jobs shall last from April to December with a 
monthly remuneration. The amount fixed for 1987 is 
Escs 19,238, ie. 3/4 of the minimum wage of the auto
nomous region. 
(Resolution of the Regional Government of Madeira 
n 97/87 of 22.01.87, Joram n 3 - 1 Series) 

The training must be recognised by the King on the 
basis of proposals by an inter-ministerial commission. It 
is spread over a minimum of one year and a maximum of 
three years: 
- 256 hours per annum when it is provided by the 
employer within the framework of recurrent training of 
the Small Business ministry; 
- 500 hours per annum at least in other cases. 

The other types of training still have to be worked 
out and approved by royal decree. They will consist of 
a combination of already existing or newly created 
types of training. 

The employment contract 
The employer wishing to draw on the measure signs 
an employment contract with the youth. On this basis 
the youth is hired for an indefinite period. The employ
ment contract stipulates that the hiring is for at least 
half-time without being allowed to exceed, on an 
annual basis, the length of working time decided by 
collective agreement for a full-time job less the time 
for training. 

Exemption 
Any employer who hires a youth by means of an 
employment-cum-training agreement can claim the 
exemptions indicated below for the duration of the 
contract and up to the contractually agreed amount of 
work. Exemptions are granted from employers' con
tributions for social security and wage moderation, 
with the exception of contributions for annual vaca
tions for manual workers, paid educational leave, the 
livelihood guarantee fund (fonds de securite d'exis
tence) and the corporate closure fund. 

The exemption can under no circumstances exceed 
the contributions due on the pay pertaining to half the 
duration of the collectively agreed to annual working 
time. It is furthermore limited to the amount of these 
contributions calculated on the average minimum 
monthly income. 

To benefit from the advantages laid down by the 
decree, the employer must specify in his quarterly sta
tement to the ONSS the identity of the worker for 
whom he claims the exemptions from employers' con
tributions and prove that this worker is aged more than 



18 and less than 25 and that he has signed an employ
ment contract and an employment-cum-training 
agreement with him. 

The modes of granting and monitoring the reduction 
in question have yet to be determined by royal 
decree. 

GERMANY 

Why foreigners returned home 

The number of foreigners returning home leapt for
ward in 1984. This increase is related to the Repatria
tion Promotion Law (cfr iM 4, 7) which came into 
operation at the end of 1983. Applicants for the so
called repatriation allowance were asked by the lAB 
what reasons had induced them to return and what 
plans they had for their future life once they had retur
ned to their country of origin. 

Influence of the repatriation allowance 
Over half (60%) the applicants asked stated that the 
repatriation allowance had influenced their decision 
or its timing to return home. This held above all for the 
Portuguese and those in the 35-45 age bracket. It was 
least true for Spaniards and the older persons ques
tioned. The result is higher if the impact of the financial 
allowance is judged on the timing of the decision by 
foreign families: 80% of those asked had decided 
relatively rapidly (25% spontaneously and 56% a few 
months before the return). 

Taking into consideration further results of the sur
vey and the latest statistics on movements, it can be 
concluded that the repatriation allowance influenced 
above all the timing of the decision to return home and 
not so much the decision as such. 

Reasons for repatriation 
Considering the conditions for taking up the repatria
tion allowance relating to the labour market situation, 
it is not amazing that the most important reason fort he 
return of the foreign workers was connected with the 
workplace : threat of loss of work or no prospect for a 
new job. Such workplace problems played a more 
important role for younger (under 35) and older (over 
55) repatriates than for the average. Almost as impor
tant was the longing for home. Health problems also 
played a role and influenced the decision to return 
home increasingly with age. In addition, the decision 
to return home of a quarter of those asked had been 
influenced by their feeling of being badly treated in 
Germany. This was particularly so with the group of 
Turkish workers. 

Plans after return 
Only a small proportion of the foreign workers already 
had a job or their own company back home. On the 
other hand, a relatively large proportion of those 
asked had no clear plans. There was a considerable 
difference by nationality and by age of repatriates' 
future orientation: the younger the person questio
ned, the more likely he/she was to be interested in 
dependent work and to have only a vague idea of 
future plans; the older the person, the more often 
he/she wanted to create his/her own independent 

existence. The desire for self-employment (a shop, 
restaurant, own farm, firm) was particularly strong with' 
the Turks. 

The older the persons questioned, the more often 
they wanted to live off their savings and/or a pension. 
This was, again, more often the case for the Turk than 
for other nationalities. 

But in this respect, some special characteristics 
concerning pension rights should not be forgotten: 
thus the Turk could choose whether to have his/her 
pension contributions paid out or to wait until under 
German law he/she has the right to draw an old-age 
pension. Alternatively, the pension contributions paid 
out can be paid into the Turkish pension insurance. 
Under specific circumstances men from 45 years of 
age (and women from 40) or from 55 (women, 50) can 
draw old age pension according to the law of the coun
try. The repatriates could also use the money for other 
purposes and forfeit their right to a pension. On the 
other hand, Spaniards and Jugoslavs could not have 
their pension insurance contributions reimbursed 
because the social insurance agreements with these 
countries did not permit this. These repatriates could 
only wait for their old-age pension. 

Financial situation 
Turkish families in particular counted on rather large 
overall amounts connected with the repatriation allo
wance : more than half expected amounts of more 
than 50,000 DM and a further 15% of more even than 
70,000 DM. These were not unrealistic expectations 
since the repatriates were essentially persons who 
had worked in Germany for a very long time (1 0 years 
or more). To a not insignificant extent, several persons 
from one family were working who had also applied for 
the payments. 

It could hence be assumed that the repatriates 
could start off again back home without financial pro
blems. But there are hints that numerous repatriates 
spent above average sums of money in Germany on 
long-term consumer goods. How much money was 
available in the country of origin after their return and 
what this money was used for is the subject of a further 
enquiry. 

GREECE 

Compulsory hiring of the disabled 

Law 1648/86 regulates the compulsory hiring of dis
abled persons in private and public enterprises. It 
requires public bodies and private enterprises 
employing more than 50 persons to ensure that 3% of 
their jobs are filled by disabled persons regardless of 
whether vacancies exist. 

FRANCE 

1987 action programme for adult LTUs and for 
unemployed, unskilled women living alone 

Long term unemployment is becoming a major preoc
cupation: in December 1986 there were 811,000 
category 1 jobseekers who had been continuously on 
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the register for more than one year, 50% of whom were 
in the 25-49 years age bracket. More than 50% were 

industrial workers who, because most of the new jobs 
are in the tertiary sector and because of the low level 
of their skills and basic training, experience particular 
problems in finding another job. One year of un
employment constitutes an important threshold as 
regards the employability of jobseekers. The rate of 
spontaneously finding a job during a quarter drops 
from 34.7% for those registered for less than one year 
to 11.9% for those registered for more than one but 
less than two years to 6.6% for those registered be
tween two and three years. 

The strong rise of long term adult unemployment 
which could be observed from September 1983 as 
well as the stabilising role of specific actions under
taken over the last years bear witness to the need to 
launch a broad scale programme for 1987 drawing on 
a variety of instruments in order to take account of the 
range of difficulties facing the adult L TUs concerned. 
The 1987 programme consists of three parts: 

1. Vocational training 
Three types of vocational training activities will be run 
in 1987: 
*Increasing to 240,000 places the programme of clas
sical "insertion traineeships" for young and adult 
L TUs (86,000 modular traineeships, 47,000 FNE 
(National Employment Fund}/ L TU traineeships, 
19,000 upgrading traineeships (stages de mise a 
niveau) and 90,000 16-25 year-old traineeships). 
* Renewal for 1987 of activities foreseen in 1986 for 
7,000 women living alone: 5,000 PL/Fs (local pro
grammes for the integration of women) and 2,000 FNE 
specific traineeships. 
* Bringing in "alternance reintegration contracts" 
(GRAs) and "alternance reintegration traineeships" 
(SRAs) enabling adult L TUs to be reintegrated in 
enterprises. 

CRAs combine doing a job with a significant chunk 
of training (600 hours on average). They are primarily 
intended for L TUs whose problems of becoming rein
tegrated into working life are directly linked with insuf
ficient or inadequate training for being hired. 

To ease employers' reticence to hire adult L TUs 
GRAs come with a financial incentive: total exemption 

from employers' social charges for one year. 
Since the aim is to encourage lasting vocational 

reintegration of adult L TUs, hiring should be by open
ended employment contract or by a limited term con
tract of at least two years. 

This formula should be sufficiently attractive to 
achieve a target of 20,000 beneficiaries in a full year. 
Assuming that this formula becomes operational in 
mid-July 1987, the number of beneficiaries in the 
second half of 1987 can be estimated at 1 0,000. 

SRAs last 5 months, one half being vocational 
training and the other a traineeship within a company. 
20,000 traineeships could be run in 1987. 

2. Implementing reintegration through work 
Not all L TUs are in a position to benefit from training. 
Those who have been longest out of the labour market 
need a period of "resocialisation" by immersion into 
working life. This period which can only be transitory 
should enable those concerned to get used again to 
the rhythm of working life and to working with others. 
Adult L TUs in receipt of specific solidarity allowances 
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or end-of-entitlement allowances can thus draw on 
local reintegration programmes implemented by com
munity bodies. In return for working 80 to 120 hours 
per month for a community interest activity, they can 
receive an allowance equivalent to the unemployment 
benefit they were receiving (1950 FF per month) 
increased by an expense allowance of from 500 FF to 
750 FF per month. 

Several tens of thousands of persons will be able to 
benefit from this scheme from 1987. 

3. 50°/o exemptions from employers' social secu
rity contributions 
A system is being introduced for a 50% exemption 
from employers' charges for hiring an L TU in the three 
months following the completion of a traineeship or a 
reintegration into working life action. Experience with 
previous schemes shows that their impact on the 
vocational reintegration of the adult unemployed is by 
no means negligible. Follow-up surveys by SES on 
those completing FNE/L TU training and by ANPE on 
those completing modular training indicate for both 
approaches that around 35% find jobs in the three 
months, a rate which is significantly higher than rates 
of spontaneous job finding which can be observed 
from AN PE statistics. 

The aim of the new scheme is to raise still more 
these job-finding rates by offering those enterprises 
which hire L TUs completing courses a further 
advantage. 

Assuming that this exemption scheme comes into 
force in mid 1987, the number of beneficiaries in the 
second half of 1987 can be estimated at 25,000. 

IRELAND 

Job Search Programme 

The Job Search Programme was introduced on a pilot 
basis in September 1986 (cfr iM no. 16). It has now 
been extended to the entire country. 

The programme is designed to help the unem
ployed, particularly the long-term unemployed, by 
improving their job searching skills and giving them 
access to training and employment schemes. 

The objective of the Programme is to offer a one-to
one counselling interview to 150,000 (ie. 60% of the 
Live Register) before the end of 1987. The partici
pants will be able to avail themselves of more than 
50,000 places which have been reserved for them on 
various manpower programmes and schemes. These 
include a specia14-week job search course incorpora
ting instructions, advice and coaching in job-finding 
skills and the use of facilities (telephones, stationery, 
typing services, etc). 

ITALY 

Positive actions for bringing about equality 
between men and women 

The Government's bill on "positive actions for bringing 
about equality between men and women" was com
municated to the President of the Council on 5 
January 1987. 



Its aim is to foster women's employment by bringing 
down the barriers impeding the complete equality of 
opportunity in employment. 

The measure encourages public and private em
ployers, trade-union organisations and public admi
nistrations to adopt special measures for women so as 
to achieve real equality between the sexes. The exact 
contents of the "positive actions" are not defined 
within the law, being left to the various interested par
ties concerned to determine. Such measures can 
have a variety of orientations covering a vast range of 
interventions influencing both labour supply and 
demand. For carrying out "positive action" projects, a 
total or part reimbursement of financial expenses is 
foreseen. 

The measure also provides for the establishment of 
a National Commission for Implementing the Princi
ples of Equal Treatment and Opportunity between 
Men and Women at Work (GNP). 

NETHERLANDS 

Survey of youth employment schemes 

In July 1984 the Labour Foundation made recommen
dations for fighting youth unemployment. They inclu
ded the creation of additional jobs for young people, 
the extension of the apprenticeship system and the 
offer of growth jobs, i.e. jobs which grow from part-
time into fulltime jobs. Fleshing out the recommenda
tions was left to the social partners. 

A survey has now been completed of the impact of 
the recommendations. For the purposes of the survey, 
a youth employment scheme is any more or less 
elaborated measure seeking to enhance the chances 
for young people on the labour market. 

The survey showed that 36% of the companies with 
a workforce of more than 1 00 have a youth employ
ment scheme, whereas the figure is 13% in companies 
employing less than 100. It is striking that in the buil
ding industry even the smaller firms are relatively 
often involved in drawing up a youth employment 
scheme; this is probably because the approach 
chosen in this sector (i.e. training places provided for 
jointly through collaboration among the employers on 
the local or regional level) is well suited to involving 
smaller companies in carrying out a youth employ
ment scheme. 

In 87% of the companies with youth employment 
schemes, agreements have been reached on creating 
training places in the context of the Act on the Appren
ticeship System. 

The government introduced two measures in 1985 
to prevent the statutory minimum wage and the social 
security system from inhibiting the implementation of 
youth employment schemes. Thus the requirement to 
pay the statutory minimum wage does not apply 
where it is difficult to differentiate between training 
and productive work. Furthermore, the Decree on 
Youth Employment Regulations sets out the allowan
ces applicable for persons participating in a youth 
employment scheme. 

NETHERLANDS 

Repatriation subsidy scheme modified 

The Experimental Repatriation Scheme (cfr iM 13) 
provides for payment of a permanent monthly allo
wance for unemployed or disabled foreigners aged 
between 55 and 65 years who are prepared to return 
to their country of origin. To be eligible, the persons in 
question must have been recruited from countries of 
the Mediterranean or from Surinam or be returning 
refugees or persons having right of asylum. Further
more, they must have been unemployed or disabled 
for at least six months. 

The scheme is intended, inter alia, for recipients of 
RWW benefit who satisfy the conditions of entitle
ment. In some cases the unemployed person need not 
or no longer, for social or medical reasons, remain 
available for employment; in such cases, however, 
the person no longer receives RWW benefit but ABW 
benefit (subsistence benefit under the National As
sistance Act - cfr iM 17). Previously, the fact of 
claiming ABW benefit excluded a person from being 
eligible for a repatriation allowance. The Cabinet has 
now decided to end this situation by admitting to the 
scheme both RWW and ABW recipients. 

To qualify for the experimental scheme, people 
must have been legal residents in the Netherlands for 
5 years. When setting up the scheme, a one year's 
experimental period was opted for to get a better idea 
of its effects. At the end of 1986 the Cabinet decided 
to extend the period to November 16, 1987. 

The Basic Repatriation Subsidy Scheme has also 
been modified: the repatriated worker and the per
sons accompanying him/her must have legally resi
ded in the Netherlands for 2 years. This modification 
aims at preventing persons who have only recently 
taken up residence in the Netherlands from benefiting 
from the scheme. The basic scheme is intended for 
those persons who have sufficient means of sub
sistence in their country of origin. They receive a con
tribution towards the removal expenses and cost of 
living during the first three months after returning to 
their country of origin. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Evaluation of the Restart pilot schemes 

Restart pilot schemes to help the long-term unem
ployed (cfr. iM 13) were extended to provide a national 
Restart programme, announced in the March 1986 
Budget (cfr. iM 14). The programme was further exten
ded to include people unemployed for over six months 
and to introduce Restart interviews at six monthly 
interviews (cfr. iM 17). 

An evaluative study of the first Restart pilot sche
mes has been carried out by the Manpower Services 
Commission. Its main findings are outlined below: 

The counselling initiative, which took place in nine 
selected travel-to-work areas, met its objective of offe
ring an interview to everyone who was or became 12 
months unemployed during the period of the pilots. 
The results of the interviews have shown that there is 
considerable value in discussing with unemployed 
people their individual problems and offering positive 
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help and advice towards getting them back to work. 
The pilots also confirmed that many people were not 
aware of the wide range of help available to them - a 
sample survey of those interviewed revealed that 69% 
were more aware of the help available to them follo
wing the interview than before it. 

During the pilot 30,308 people were interviewed 
and 91 .5% received an offer of a job or an opportunity 
in one of a range of different programmes including 
Jobclubs (cfr. iM 12), the Enterprise Allowance Sche
me (cfr. iM 2,5,7,8, 17), Jobstart (cfr. iM 13), the Restart 
course (cfr. iM 13, 14), training and the Community 
Programme (cfr. iM 2,8). As Restart interviews are 
intended as the first step to help people back to work, 
most of the offers made entailed help to improve job 
prospects. Of those who received an offer of help 20% 

Working time 

NETHERLANDS 

Relaxation of regulations on women's work 

Women who work shifts are permitted to work over
time within the statutory norms of 10 hours per day 
and 55 hours per week. Women who do not work shifts 
are permitted to work nights in all circumstances 

Placement 

GERMANY 

Recent developments in the Public Employment 
Service 

BA, the Federal Employment Institute, is constantly 
striving to increase its market share of placement and 
broaden its opportunities and scope. To these ends it 
has defined the following focuses for carrying 
through matchings: 

* rapid reaction to job vacancies and filling them with 
suitable workers; 

* intensive and continuing attention to vacancies 
which cannot be filled at once; 

* individualisation of the follow through of individual 
jobseekers so as to avoid useless suggested match
ings. Unsuccessful matchings discourage jobseekers 
and irritate employers; 

*the difficult-to-place must be included in placement 
efforts in so far as there is a chance of successful 
matching. The greatest possible use should be made 
of reskilling, employment incentives for employers 
and/or "ABM" (job creation programmes) to overcome 
placement problems. 
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were submitted to Community Programme, 15% to 
training, 14.6% to Restart courses, 6.8% to Jobclubs 
and 5.8% to the Enterprise Allowance Scheme. 73.1% 
of those interviewed agreed to follow up the offer 
made. 

The experience of the pilot suggested that one 
interview was not enough for many long-term unem
ployed people and that by the time people have 
reached the stage of 12 months unemployment many 
were very demotivated towards seeking work. These 
findings reinforced the decision to extend the national 
Restart Programme to interview people when they 
became six months unemployed and to re-interview 
them at six monthly intervals whilst they remain 
u nem played. 

where men are authorised to do so. In future, the 
overall ban on Sunday working for women which 
stems from the labour law of 1919 is to be lifted. In 
anticipation thereof, and with the agreement of the 
labour inspector, women are permitted to work on 
Sundays if this is allowed for men. 

These changes bring women's opportunities for 
overtime, night and Sunday working into line with 
those applied to men. 

Results of placement and employment counsel· 
ling 
Employment offices have been successful in their 
efforts to consolidate and further develop their invol· 
vement in the matching processes. They have of late 
improved their position on the labour market despite 
the growing difficulties of placement. 

This development is all the more noteworthy in that 
labour offices are, from the viewpoint of the firm, only 
one of many means of recruiting workers and thus 
compete with other sources, in particular 
- company internal (partial) labour markets and as
sociated partial labour markets 
- job vacancies advertised in newspapers. 
In addition there is the growing number of so-called 
"self-help" jobseekers who are encouraged and help
ed by labour offices to contact companies directly. 

* Vacancies, placement activities 
The extent to which companies provide the labour 
office with information on their manpower needs is 
shown up in the statistics of "new vacancies". These 
statistics only include as "vacancy" jobs which last for 
more than 7 calendar days. 

In the past few years employers have increasingly 
notified labour offices of job vacancies. In 1986 there 
were some 1 .8m notified vacancies, 716,000 or 64% 
more than in 1982. 



The increased number of job vacancies notified to 
the labour offices has enabled there to be a significant 
increase in placements: just under 2m in 1986, which 
was 571 ,000 (41 %) more than in 1982. The placement 
service has directly (ie. without intermediaries) con-

tributed to this amount by providing employers with 
the manpower required and by helping workers to find' 
a job. 

The notification of new job offers and the number of 
placements showed a falling trend until the beginning 
of the 1980s. 

Number of placements 1980-86 

Placements 

Changes on previous of which: Changes on_previous Percentage 
year year 

in employment 
Year total of more than more than up to 

absolute % 7 days 

1980 1 905 143 - 206 085 - 9,8 l 121 544 

1981 1 622 483 - 282 660 - 14,8 961 836 

1982 1 394 745 - 227 738 - 14,0 841 ·194 

1983 1 557 216 + 162 471 + 11 '6 979 793 
1984 1 754 198 + 196 982 + 12,6 1 101 278 
1985 I 876 378 + 122 180 + 7,0 1 178 -070 
1986 1 965 359 + 88 981 + 4,7 1 275 136 

Thus, the subsequent increase in placements is par
ticularly positive from a labour market policy viewpoint 
since it is precisely the number of placements in jobs 
lasting more than 7 days which has shown a more than 
averag~ increase (+52%). This demonstrates that 
repeated criticism that placements are increasingly 
concerned with short-term jobs is unfounded. 

* Using placement services for filling company 
vacancies 
An analysis of the current situation and the efficiency 
of the placement service must not be focused exclu
sively on the indices "vacancies" and "placements". It 
must furthermore answer two central questions: 
- what external impact, what market share does the 
placement service have and how has this share chan
ged over time? 
- how efficient and targeted is the handling of the job 
offers, ie. to what extent, with how much friction and 
with what quality are vacancies transformed into 
placements? 

There is a whole range of indices for assessing 
these issues. The external impact can be assessed 
particularly by the so-called 'degree of involvement', 
the efficiency of the handling by means of the indica
tors of'take-up rate' (Ausschopfungsgrad), 'time taken 
to fill a vacancy' as well as 'rate of placement'. 

The degree of involvement brings out the extent to 
which the placement service is involved in establish
ing employment relationships which are subject to 
social security contributions. This index defines the 
market share of the labour offices which is calculated 
as the ratio of placements over 7 days to hirings sub
ject to social security contributions less the number of 
training contracts concluded. In our opinion, this 
index is the most meaningful both as regards the 
efficiency of the placement services and the assess
ment of the extent to which the placement services 

absolute % 7 days 7 days 

- 140 167. - 1 1, 1 58,9 41 '1 

- 159 708 - 14,2 59,3 40,7 

- 120 642 - 12,5 60,3 39,7 

+ 138 599 + 16,5 62,9 37' 1 
+ 121 485 + 12,4 62,8 37,2 

+ 76 792 + 7,0 62,8 37,2 

+ 97 066 + 8,2 64,9 35' 1 

fulfil their statutory task. Of late, the degree of invol
vement has significantly increased and reached a 
higher level than previously expected. If one adjusts 
the number of jobs subject to social security con
tributions by deducting the number of training rela
tionships established, the percentage for 1985 is 
22.9% compared with 22.2% for 1984. Though the 
figures for 1986 are not yet available, there is likely to 
have been a continued improvement. 

* Take-up rate (Ausschopfungsgrad) of vacancies 
notified to labour offices 
The take-up rate as the ratio of placements of more 
than 7 days to the number of vacancies notified, pro· 
vides information about the extent to which notified 
vacancies are or can be transformed into placements 
by the employment service. There was a steadily 
growing trend between 1979 and 1983 from 63.7% to 
78.5%, where it plateaued in 1984 and then fell to 
75.9% in 1985 and just 70% in 1986. 

There are plausible reasons fort he downward trend. 
Jobseekers in skilled jobs are increasingly going it 
alone, efforts which are running parallel to the invol
vement of the public placement services. Similar 
behaviour can be observed by employers who are not 
only drawing on the labour offices in the search for 
highly skilled staff but are also advertising job vacan
cies in daily newspapers and specialist journals. 
However, the changed take-up rate also reflects the 
shortages of skilled labour which can be seen in 
some occupations. 

* Time taken to fill a vacancy and placement 
rate 
The time taken for filling a vacancy by the placement 
services was just under 1 7 days. On the other hand, 
vacancies which were filled not through the employ
ment services but by the employer himself or through 
other channels took on average 48 days to fill. 
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The placement rate provides information on the pro
portion of those who were redeployed through the 
placement services, ie. in how many cases the place
ment services have been successful in the search for 
new jobs as an alternative to other successful search 
and recruitment channels. The rate was 45% in 1986. 
This meant that 55% of the unemployed who returned 
to employment found their job through their own 
efforts. In all age brackets more employment rela
tionships came into being through individuals' own 
efforts than through placements. This says something 
for the initiative of many unemployed persons and 
their interest in finding a job. But it should be remem
bered that the employment offices assist the unem
ployed who conduct their own job search-- a situation 
which holds true for placement figures in general as 
well as those indices which are worked out using 
placement figures. In this way, statistical data tend to 
give too modest a picture of the efficiency of the place
ment services in establishing employment relation
ships. 

Summary 

The FRG's public placement service has put a priority 
on rapidly filling vacancies in order to carry out the 
task conferred on it by the AFG (Labour Promotion 
Act) to act as an intermediary between jobseekers and 
employers wishing to hire persons. The most recent 
statistics indicate a further improvement in the invol
vement of the employment offices in bringing about 
equilibrium on the labour market. These positive 
results have to be consolidated and, in the longer 
term, further improved. To do this various organisatio
nal measures are required in particular to ensure that 
matching approaches are adapted to the current 
situations. This will be the subject of a further 
article. 

GERMANY 

Dr. Andreas Stohr 
Klaus Sudau 

Computerising placement· including jobs sought 

Developments on the labour market as well as the 
workload of the employment offices underline the 
need for bringing in computerised placement as a 
priority in all employment offices. Of the 628 offices, 
some 450 are currently computerised as regards 
placement and employment counselling, albeit with 
different functional facilities. 

Two steps in the approach have already been 
generalised : "management of vacancies" and "ex
ploitation of data on benefit recipients". Compute
rised management of data on jobseekers has been 
successfully tested in the employment offices in 
Frankfurt and Darmstadt and is now being extended 
to the whole of the country. The automatic storage of 
the data on jobseekers also creates the necessary 
conditions for the computerised compilation of statis
tics of jobseekers. 

BA, the Federal Employment Institute, has high 
hopes of computerised matching and the experience 
to date bears out the expectations. Computerised 
matching leads to improving the "placement and 
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employment counselling" service and thus also to 
enhanced effectiveness in this area. Through the 
direct access of all placement officers to all vacancies 
in their own catchment area and surrounding region, 
and to all jobs sought in their catchment area, the 
placement possibilities are broadened. The transpa
rency of the labour market is improved, the time of fil
ling the vacancy and duration of individual unem
ployment are positively influenced and regional and 
occupational mobility of jobseekers are enhanced. 
Computerised placement improves the information 
basis as a result of exact data collection and data cap
ture. It leads moreover to a continuous inclusion of all 
jobseekers in the placement selection. The prepara
tion and planning of labour market measures are 
greatly facilitated. Access to data on those in receipt 
of benefit enables the issuing of short information, 
which leads to improved services for the citizen. 

GERMANY 

Computerising SEDOC 

The Decision (EEC) no. 1612/68 of the Council of the 
European Communities created the legal basis for the 
freedom of movement of workers within the Commu
nity and hence for the internal labour market. 

To reach this goal articles 14 and 15 of this Decision 
provide for 
* the mutual communication of vacancies and job
seeker requirements and 
* the exchange of information on living and working 
conditions, the labour market situation and the 
existing placement possibilities. 

Experience so far indicates that the exchanges 
within SEDOC are, overall, still at a rather low level. 
There are various reasons for this including technical 
difficulties in implementing the SEDOC approach. 

Information on vacancies and jobseekers is passed 
on to the "special service centre" of the other Commu
nity countries by telex every ten days. 

Based on this situation and drawing on experience 
with the system of computerised placement, BA, the 
Federal Employment Institute, set down considera
tions on computerising and raising the efficiency of 
the SEDOC approach which it submitted to the EC. 
The ideas were favourably received and have since 
led to a series of planning discussions. 

Put briefly, the conceptual considerations are con
cerned in the first place with a pilot project to equip 
the special services in the FR Germany (ZA V) and 
France with screens and printers which are linked to a 
central computer of the EC in Brussels. This opens up 
the opportunity for the special services to receive, 
modify and erase the data on jobs offered and sought. 
Data are teletransmitted to the central computer, 
where they are stored and collected into the appro
priate data bases. This data can be sorted according 
to various relevant criteria relating to placement and 
the labour market, displayed and printed. Thus can the 
relevant information be immediately accessed and 
dialogued with. 

The EC will decide at the end of April whether there 
will be a pilot project. The EC would cover the costs of 
such a pilot project. 



FRANCE 

Guidelines for improving relations with com· 
panies 

Two new guidelines, designed and tested between 
April and December 1986 with the help of ANPE field 
officers from 14 local agencies, were brought into 
general use by all agencies in January 1987. "F36" 
deals with relationships with companies and "F37" 
the follow-up activities for all companies as well as 
working relationships with intermediate bodies. 

Replacing the former document setting out the 
approach to canvassing, the guidelines are a part of a 
set of organisational methods and approaches for 
helping agencies improve their services to com
panies. They have a four-fold purpose: 
*systematising the organisation of relationships with 
companies, particularly by taking account of activities 
undertaken within the context of action plans; 
* broadening the range of contacts and diversifying 
the action taken by ANPE for companies; 
* refining the accounting for local agencies' activities 
for improving the follow-up of their operational acti
vities (establishing a simplified management informa
tion system) ; and 
* preparing for including the information contained in 
the new guidelines in computerised "company" files 
(SAGE2 - cfr iM no. 9). 

Before the guidelines were brought into general 
use, each AN PE regional centre designed an aware
ness campaign in cooperation with the specialised 
services of the Ministry's Directorate General, to wit 

Miscellaneous 

NETHERLANDS 

Composition of the unemployment figures 

The government has asked the Central Statistical 
Bureau (CBS) to examine the possibility of producing 
a figure of registered unemployment based on data 
from the recently started CBS survey of the working 
population, data from employment offices and possi
bly data from other sources. 

Unemployment will continue to be measured on the 
basis of the current definition of registered unemploy
ment. The CBS is being asked to examine the 
frequency, rapidity and detailed character with which 
CBS figures can be produced. The Cabinet is further
more asking the CBS to explore the possibility of 
indicating in figures the relationship between "cor
rected" and "uncorrected" data with a view to measu
ring the effects of improved registration of jobseekers 
and to linking the very detailed data of the employ
ment offices and the less detailed figures of the survey 
of the working population. The Cabinet stresses the 
need to gain insight into the composition of un
employment. 

Behind these questions is the idea of entrusting the 
CBS with compiling and publishing unemployment 

the corporate relationships and employment promo
tion and the corporate studies and recruitment ' 
division. 

NETHERLANDS 

Applying the profit principle at the Directorate 
General for Manpower 

It has become increasingly clear that there are diffe
rent socially acceptable situaHons in which the profit 
principle can be applied. 

On 1 February 1987 the profit principle was applied 
for specific tasks in the interest of local esta
blishments and of the whole manpower services. Not 
that it is new within the manpower services: several 
GABs (regional employment services) and CVVs (adult 
vocational training centres) have already tried it out. 

Each GAB and CVV may decide for itself whether to 
join in and for which products/services it will bill the 
client. 

The Manpower Services Directorate has set out an 
objective for each province. Should a province not 
achieve it, the amount will be deducted from the 
money which the province is allocated for implemen
ting policy objectives. 

From the money it will earn this year, Arbvo will have 
to pay back 4 million Hfl. to the Ministry of Finance. 
The Directorate intends to make at least 8 million Hfl. 
profit in 1987 in order to have something left over. 

figures which are better suited to policy-making than 
the current figures of registered unemployment. 

It is hoped that from early 1988 the CBS will be able 
to publish figures of registered unemployed which are 
based on several sources. This means continuing the 
survey of the working population and developing col
laboration with the employment offices to be able to 
obtain monthly data from them. 

NETHERLANDS 

Stocks of jobseekers 

In May 1986 the tripartite working group on unem
ployment figures, in which employers, employees and 
government are represented, agreed to calculate 
regularly the rate of distortion of the official unemploy
ment count. Agreements were also made in connec
tion with the survey into the distortions of data of the 
stocks of jobseekers. It resulted from the survey that 
at the end of 1986 more than 40% of the 700,000 odd 
unemployed persons registered with the employment 
offices did not meet all the conditions for being de
fined as "unemployed". On the other hand, about 25% 
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of the remammg registered jobseekers (150,000) 
were, by errorl not counted as being unemployed. 
From these data it can be deduced that the statistics 
provided by the employment offices are some 38% 
out. 

To prevent distortions of the unemployment figure 
the extension term for all new registrations with all 
employment offices has been reduced as from 
1 October 1986 to 3 months. From 1 January 1987 the 
regulation also applies to those who were previous
ly registered. 

Furthermore, an experiment is currently being car
ried out to pass on information in particular on tem
porary work between two periods of unemployment. 
This way of working could subsequently be extended 
to the whole country. 

NETHERLANDS 

More social funds in collective agreements 

At the end of 1985, 103 of the 192 industry-level col
lective agreements (CAOs) known to the DCA (the unit 
in the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment which 
registers and analyses collective agreements) inclu
ded a contributory clause for industry-level training 
funds and trade-union activities. These contributory 
regulations are known as "social funds". The regula
tions cover 1 ,4 million employees, i.e. 60% of all 
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employees covered by an industry/sector-level GAO. 
This is known by an analysis of contributory regula

tions in industry-level CAOs in both the market and 
state-aided sectors. The contributory regulations 
which were analysed aimed, as a rule, to (part) finance 
training and development activities at the industry 
level, activities of trade-unions and employers' orga
nisations as well as other activities related to the 
branch of industry, such as preparing for and dissemi
nating information about CADs or joint consultation. 

The study shows that the number of CAOs with con
tributory regulations has gradually increased: since 
1975 their number has risen from 70 to 103, and the 
total number of employees covered from 1.2 to 1.4 mil
lion. The researchers are struck by the increase in 
GAO clauses which finance (partly or mainly) training 
and education activities at the branch of industry 
level. Such funds are jointly managed by employers' 
and employees' organisations. 

Although an earlier study showed that the role of the 
CAOs in financing training at industry/sector level is 
probably fairly limited compared with other sources of 
finance, such as state subsidies, the GAO-financed 
funds nevertheless make a not insignifican't con
tribution to the training and education efforts of the 
branches of industry. 

Social fund contributions are mainly employers' 
contributions. Only 8 of the 1 03 collective agree
ments with a fund regulation mention a (part) con· 
tribution of the employees. Funds amount on average 
to 0.3% of the total wage costs of all workers covered 
by an industry/sector-level GAO. 
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Rough currency conversion rates 
One European Currency Unit (ECU) was 
roughly equivalent to the following amounts of 
national currencies in May 1987: 

• Belgium 
• Denmark 
• Germany 
• Greece 
• Spain 
• France 
• Ireland 
• Italy 
e Luxembourg 
• Netherlands 
• Portugal 
• United Kingdom 

43 BFR 
7.8 DKR 
2.07 DM 
151 ORA 
145 PTA 
6.9 FF 
0.77 IR£ 
1,500 LIT 
43 LFR 
2.34 HFL 
162 ESC 
0.69 UK£ 




